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PATIENT PROFILE
Sunita Chaudhary is a 78 year-old female admitted for small bowel 
obstruction which was complicated by a perforated bowel during 
her inpatient stay. She spent a total of three weeks in the ICU, and 
was transferred to the surgical ward following her last bowel 
surgery. Over the course of her stay in the ICU, her upper and 
lower extremities had atrophied significantly; when asked, Sunita 
reported that she had rarely left the home prior to admission, and 
felt “much weaker” than she did about a year ago. 
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was transferred to the surgical ward following her last bowel 
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Who in the room has 
had a patient that can 

relate to this scenario?

OBJECTIVES
By the end of this presentation you will be able to: 

1. Identify the need for resistance exercise prescription in the 
acute care setting and explain the toolkit development 
process

2. Describe the benefits of resistance exercise

3. Assess whether a patient is appropriate for REx

4. Practice prescribing REx using the REx toolkit

5. Identify strategies to support your client’s sustained 
participation in the REx program

6. Outline population-specific considerations

7. Develop a plan for implementing REx in your setting
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DEFINITION
Resistance exercise is:

Movement using body weight 
or external resistance that 
improves muscular strength, 
power, or endurance, and may 
ultimately positively impact 
mobility, function, and 
independence.

PROCESS
How RExI came together

● Call for proposals
● Steering Committee review 
● Call for team members 
● Identify scope and objectives
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PROCESS
How RExI came together - continued

● Survey
● Semi-structured interviews
● Statistical analysis
● Barriers and facilitators mapped to 

the Theoretical Domains Framework
● Manuscript
● Toolkit development
● Iterative process
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For more information: 
Jasmin.Ma@ubc.ca
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WEBSITE
https://physicaltherapy.med.ubc.ca/physical-therapy-knowledge-
broker/resisted-exercise-initiative-rexi-2/
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QUESTION 1

How much muscle loss occurs per decade after the 
age of 30?

a. 1-3%

b. 3-5%

c. 5-7%

d. 7-9%
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CASE STUDY
Sunita Chowdhury is a 78 -year-old female, who has undergone abdominal 
surgery. 

The orders are to follow the Enhanced Recovery After Surgery (ERAS) protocol: 
mobilize out of bed three times per day, and provide deep breathing exercises. 

Past Medical Hx: Bowel cancer, anxiety, osteoarthritis, and right total hip 
arthroplasty (a year ago).

Social Hx: Sunita lives with her partner who cannot provide physical assistance. 
She received chemotherapy prior to surgery and is scheduled to start radiation 
therapy 5x/week upon discharge. Her platelets are currently 26,739 μL. 

Functional Goals: Sunita needs to be able to transfer in-and-out of a car and 
ambulate short distances independently with a four-wheeled walker. 
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CASE STUDY
Chart review - continued

Strength assessment indicates: 

Glutes 3-/5

Quads 3/5

Hip abductors 3/5

Functional mobility assessment indicates:

Lie-to-sit - 1 min assist

Sit-to-stand       - 1 min assist with 2 wheeled walker

Ambulation        - Standby assist with 2 wheeled walker for 3 meters

Transfers - 1 min assist with 2 wheeled walker to transfer frombed to 

bedside chair

CASE STUDY
Consider how each component of the toolkit would apply to this individual:

● Which benefits of REx would you highlight for this 
individual?

● Which red flags/contraindications would you screen or 
assess before prescribing REx?

● Develop a sample exercise program.

● How would you support sustained participation in the 
program?

● Which special population guidelines would you use in this 
case and what are some of the population-specific 
considerations?
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OBJECTIVES
By the end of this presentation you will be able to: 

1. Identify the need for resistance exercise prescription in the 
acute care setting and explain the toolkit development 
process

2. Describe the benefits of resistance exercise
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participation in the REx program
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REx ASSESSMENT

● Equipment considerations 
● Screening tools 
● Precautions 
● Contraindications 
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REx ASSESSMENT
Equipment Considerations

REx ASSESSMENT
Screening Tools
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REx ASSESSMENT
Precautions

REx ASSESSMENT
Precautions
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REx ASSESSMENT
Contraindications

CASE STUDY
Consider how each component of the toolkit would apply to this individual:

● Which benefits of REx would you highlight for this 
individual?

● Which red flags/contraindications would you screen or 
assess before prescribing REx?

● Develop a sample exercise program.

● How would you support sustained participation in the 
program?

● Which special population guidelines would you use in this 
case and what are some of the population-specific 
considerations?
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OBJECTIVES
By the end of this presentation you will be able to: 

1. Identify the need for resistance exercise prescription in the 
acute care setting and explain the toolkit development 
process

2. Describe the benefits of resistance exercise

3. Assess whether a patient is appropriate for REx

4. Practice prescribing REx using the REx toolkit

5. Identify strategies to support your client’s sustained 
participation in the REx program

6. Outline population-specific considerations

7. Develop a plan for implementing REx in your setting

REx PRESCRIPTION
● FITT principle 
● Appropriate intensity 
● Monitoring and 

progression 
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QUESTION 2

What intensity level (based on 1 repetition maximum) is 
recommended when prescribing resistance exercises for 
an older adult?

a. 45-60% 1RM

b. 50-65% 1RM

c. 70-85% 1RM

d. 85-100% 1RM
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REx PRESCRIPTION

REx PRESCRIPTION
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REx PRESCRIPTION

Level - Strength/ Hypertrophy/ Endurance

Block Exercises Reps/Time Sets Recover Additional cues/Notes

A

Warm-up routine:

B

C

D

REx PRESCRIPTION PRACTICE
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Two sets of programs:

● Lying down/seated
● Standing

Physiotherapist instructions:

● Progressions
● Modifications

Patient instructions:

● Photos
● Instructions
● Fill-in-the blanks for sets and repetitions

STANDARDIZED EXERCISE PROGRAMS
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STANDARDIZED EXERCISE PROGRAMS
Continued - Example
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STANDARDIZED EXERCISE PROGRAMS
Continued - Example
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BEHAVIOUR
CHANGE

CASE STUDY
Consider how each component of the toolkit would apply to this individual:

● Which benefits of REx would you highlight for this 
individual?

● Which red flags/contraindications would you screen or 
assess before prescribing REx?

● Develop a sample exercise program.

● How would you support sustained participation in the 
program?

● Which special population guidelines would you use in this 
case and what are some of the population-specific 
considerations?

What’s one component of the 5A’s that you could feasibly 
implement?
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QUESTION 3

Which resistance exercise should be avoided if 
you have osteoporosis?

a. Squats

b. Bridges

c. Lunges

d. Sit Ups
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● COPD
● Cardiac
● Stroke
● Parkinson's Disease 
● Multiple Sclerosis 
● Spinal Cord Injury 
● Arthritis (OA and RA) 
● Chronic Pain

● Osteoporosis
● Diabetes
● Cancer
● Frailty

● Poor vision 
● Poor Balance 
● Back Pain 

SPECIAL POPULATIONS

SPECIAL POPULATIONS
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SPECIAL POPULATIONS

CASE STUDY
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OBJECTIVES
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IMPLEMENTATION
1. What can you incorporate in your practice 

tomorrow? 
2. What can get in the way?

3. Create an action plan for steps that you 
could take at your site 

4. How can you monitor this plan?

Image: https://k-12talk.com/2020/05/14/sharing-the-task-of-learning-using-think-pair-shares-in-a-digital-world/
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Conclusion
1. The toolkit is grounded in evidence and 

was co-developed with PTs across BC
2. All of the information in the presentation 

is included in the toolkit and more
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